This paint set, included in the new product line Figure Series, is specially formulated by our artistic department to integrate camouflaged patterns in figures, as well to give variation in figures with monochromatic uniforms (greenish, greys, reddish, blueish), recreate beard effects, dirt, fur and highlight volumes in miniatures. Extremely matt paints, formulated with the right dilution for these kind of details, to use them directly from the jar, with no need of diluting. They can be applied with brush and airbrush. This set includes 3x 35ml jars, with different tones. Green Glaze, Brown Glaze and Dark Brown Glaze. Includes AK3017, AK3018 and AK3019.

Paint the camouflage pattern chosen completely in this case the M-44, with the set for that camouflage, AK3020 M-44 Camouflage Uniform.

With reference AK3018 Brown Glaze, and using the airbrush, sprinkle a couple of layers to unify the camouflage pattern.

Later, with the same tool, sprinkle the ref. AK3019 Dark Brown Glaze, but this time put the airbrush at the bottom of the figure, so that the paint is reaches the most hidden parts highlighting the most intense volumes. Repeating the process many times as necessary to achieve the correct result.

With both references and with brush this time, we insist to make remarkable the deepest shadows and the assembly being compensated.

Final result, where you can see the shadows and volumes marked, from the most subtle to the most defendants.